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Highlights

first study 011 resource partitioning in the Tbar Desert lizard community

Spatial overlap low across habitats. moderate with.n habitats

Species showed finer separation through differential spatial use of same areas.

Diurnal species showed peaks of activity at different times of the day.

This study confirms space as an important niche dimension facilitating coexistence within desert

lizard commurunes.

Abstract

How sirmta: species co-exist in nature IS a fundamental question in community ecology. Resource

partn.onmq has been studied In desert lizard communities across four continents, but data from South ASia

IS lacking We used area-constrained visual encounter surveys to study community composition and

spatial and temporal resource partiuonmq in a lizard community (luring Slimmer in the Thar Desert western

India, addressinq an Important broqecqraptuc gap in knowledge. Twelve one-hectare gnds divided mto

25 m )( 25 m plots were placed across four habitats - barren dunes, stabilized dunes, grassland. and rocky

hills We recorded 1039 sightings of 12 species during 84 sampling sessions. Lizard abundance decreased

in the order stabilized dunes> grassland> barren dunes> rocky hills; richness was in roughly the opposite

order. Resource partitioning was examined for the seven commonest species. Overall spatial overlap was

low «06) between species pairs. Overlap was higher within habitats, but species showed filler separation

through use of different microhabitat categories and specific spatial resources, as well as by posuioninq at

different distances 10 vegetation. Diurnal species were also separated by peak time of activity. Space

appears to be all important resource dirnension facilitating co-ex.steuce III tius desert lizard commuruty

r.uvwo.cs

Desert lizard cornmuruty: Visual encounter survey: Spatial overlap: Daily activity: lndia

1 Introduction

How do similar species co-exist in nature? Answering this fundamental question involves studyrnq how

species in a community partition multivariate niche space (Sclla .ner -1914) The three major niche

drrnensions across which resource partitioning has been studied are space, food and urne (Pl;Hlka

and Schouner 1974). Space is among the most Important resource dirnensrons that is part.noned in

lizards U 1'1~1~' 1.:J/3, PI;Hl~a 19bb .. )("1 )'~I1C: 1!)/4. oft 1~JiV v.tt et{ll 2LlOOandl ;c 11 2.1 a)

Species that ale broadly sympatric In a reqion mayor may not eo-occur within specmc habitats and

species that do eo-occur wltillfl habitats often part.uon nucrohabuat resources, restncl!ng further overlap

<l: .ka h~I:~.r:1Iank<j '19:>6 and Toft 1985). Time of activity is closely linked to the thermoregulatory and

foragIng behavior of a species, and exposes lizards to differing food resources, in addition to reducmq

interspecific encounters (Pranka, 1~)8G). Thougil differentiation along the trophic niche has been long

investigated, a recent mete-analysis using null models demonstrated that most lizard comrnurunes do not

partition Ihe trophic niche (Lursetli 200Ib). Thus. spatial and temporal segregation appear 10 be Important

In allowrng the co-existence of sympatric ilzards.

Desert lizard communities have proved to be a useful natural syslem to answer a range of questions III

community ecology, with studies spanning lour continents (e.q. i-llanka1986 and Shent!r'1\ pi a 1q.. ' ,

r· q·h"ln e' ai 2(00) The reasons these communities have been extensively studied mclude that desert

lizards are habitat specinc. diverse. relatively abundant. and easity detectable (Pianka 198t and loft

1 :H:- "}, resources are likely to be limiting in deserts: and that the desert provides a simple system III which to

explore ecological questions and hypotheses (PI3n~a 19B6 and Kotler and Brown 199B)

The lizard community of the Thar Desert in Western India and adjacent Pakistan IS poorly studied Win,
previous work limited to checklists, and even basic information on community cornposincn lacking. In order

to address this broqeoqraphic gap in knowledge, we examined spatial and temporal resource partitioning In

the lizard community of the Thar Desert Ja.sanner District, Rajasthan, India Besides collecting data on

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/SO 140 196315000695
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